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Give Candidates Display Poise
UNH Riding Club Holds Thesbians
Presentation O f
Horsemanship Contest Well-Known Play Intelligence And Beauty

Sue Conant Presented With First
Evelyn Browne Challenge Trophy

By Andrew Jackson
Sunday afternoon, horses and people from several states gath
ered at the riding ring behind Putnam H all for the annual horse
show, sponsored by the Riding Club.
H undreds of people drifted in and out during the seven-hour
program , but it is estim ated that at least five hundred were present
at any given time.
The Equitation (horsem anship) Champion was Sue Conant,

By Lyn Van Siclen
Tonight, and Friday and Saturday
night at 8:00 p.m. the curtain will rise
on Mask and D agger’s production of
“Visit to a Small Planet”. On stage
the audience will witness many strange
phenomena caused by the presence of
K reton; out-of-space visitor, not from
another planet but from another dimen
sion. His extraordinary abilities amaze
the characters on stage and will amuse
the audience, although if one thinks of
w hat K reton was planning and what
would have happened if Ellen hadn’t
intervened, it no longer becomes am us
ingK reton teaches Ellen how to utilize
her m ental powers and as the play
moves along you begin to wonder if
you yourself, could not develop your
mind to better advantage. As the play
ends, you feel as though you would like
to try to move vases and communicate
to other hum an beings without speak
ing. You could be hundreds of miles
away from a person and carrv on a
normal conversation through the men
tal processes. Think of what a trem en
dous asset this would he and as K reton
tells us, all it takes is more concentra
tion.
The play presents many things which
would he interesting to try to do. Ellen
only needs one short lesson and she
is able to “save” the world with the
powers she has realized.
Pictured above are some of the Miss New Hampshire contestants from the
Tickets are still on sale at the Memo- university.
They are from left to right: Gaby Pochelon, Carolyn Rhodes, Sue
(Continued on page 8)
Lebrun, Sue Maxton, and Jan Martin.
Photo by Purdy

owner and rider of “American Maid.” ~TT : TY "
T J 7~7 7~
Sue is from Auburn, Maine. As winner consideredat least a partial victory for
of this event she became the first re- the University, as Nancy has been accipient of the Evelyn Browne Challenge cSPted as a member of the class of 1963.
Trophy, donated by the Riding Club and
“W hittling” W ins Gratitude
presented by Miss Browne.
“W hittling,” owned and ridden _ by
Although a replica of the trophy re- Lester Spear of East Concord, received
mains in permanent possession of the two first place awards and the unex
winner, the trophy itself will be award- pected gratitude of many spectators. A
ed annually until it is won three con- stallion, apparently overcome by the
secutive times by a rider. The merits proximity _of a couple of mares, broke
of the rider are the only criteria for loose outside the ring scattering spectathis award.
tors in all directions. The determined
Top Winners
stallion defied all attempts at subduing
One of the top blue ribbon winners his amorous intentions. Then Mr. Spear
was “Waseeka’s Nocturne,” receiving, rode up on “W hittling,” and lassoed the
three awards. This horse is owned by stallion in true western style, restoring
Waseeka Farm of Ashland, Massachu- calm to the situation,
setts. It took first place in the following One of the most desired awards given
classes: Model Morgan, Morgans over was the Loring V. Tirrill Challenge
15 hands, and M organCham pionship. Trophy, presented to “Waseeka’s Noe“Nocturne” lived up to its name in the turne” in the Morgan Championship class,
latter class, which was judged just be- The three horses_ entered were all _ of Dinner, Dance, And
fore sunset.
championship quality and posed a diffiAlso a winner of three blue ribbons cult task for the judge, Bert Beck of
was “Lady Rowena,” a pony, owned and Hohokus, New Jersey,
Barbecue Highlight
ridden by'Judy Scribner of Center Stra- Harold Kimball, riding instructor and
ford.
advisor to the Riding Club, was the anNancy Crooker from Littleton took a nouncer. The ringmaster was Epworth Senior Festivities
pair of blue ribbons with “Somebody Moulton of Amherst, and J. Loyd Marks A picturesque hotel in Ogunquit,
________________ Maine, has been chosen as the site for
Special,” a saddle horse. This can be was steward.
a dinner, dance and barbecue by this
year’s graduating class. The events,
which have been scheduled for T hurs
day, June 11 and Saturday,_ June 13,
will highlight the annual Senior W eek.
According to Roger Thom as, Senior
Class President, the facilities of Ogunquit’s Lookout Hotel will be at the dis
posal of the students. These include
not only a banquet room, ballroom and
flower garden sloping down to the sea,
but also facilities for golf tennis, cro
quet, shuffleboard, badm inton and
swimming.
Banquet And Ball
On Thursday, the day set aside for
the banquet and ball, seniors can arrive
at the hotel at anytime, in the morning
or afternoon. Those who arrive early
are advised to bring a lunch. Dressing
rooms will be provided so that earlycomers can prepare for the ball.
The banquet will be held on the low
er floor of the hotel at 7:15 p.m., while
the second-floor ballroom, overlooking
the floodlighted flower gardens, will
be open from 9:00 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. One
interesting feature of this ’b allroom is
that it has a large veranda on two sides,
(continued on page 8)

Donna Church Crowned
Queen At Junior Prom

Miss Donna Church, center, Junior Prom Queen of 1959 is pictured here
with her aides, Jane Crawford, left, and Ann Wakefield. Donna, was crowned
last Friday night at the annual Junior Prom.
Photo by Purdy

By Dick Shea
To the strains of “A P retty Girl” President Eldon Johnson
fittingly presented Donna Church of Alpha Chi Omega w ith a
crown and a bouquet of Red Roses Friday night, m aking her Queen
of the Junior Prom , in a gaily decorated New H am pshire Hall.
H er aides, Jane Crawford of Alpha Xi Delta, and Anne W ake
field of Alpha Chi Omega, each received bouquets of white roses as
Bob Batchelder and his Band carried out the them e of Top H at
W hite Gloves, and Tails.
Varying from tradition somewhat, the
voting was done at the dance. Each ticket contained two ballots. The 11 candidates and their escorts were featured
in a spotlight dance, after which the
voting took place.
The dance marked the return to campus of Nancy Karr, whom many of us
know as Carmen Akins, who attended the
University two years ago. Displaying to
the fullest the beautiful voice which made
her such a favorite here, Carmen, wearing a blue cocktail dress, sang “My
Funny
Valentine,” Autumn Leaves,”
“Misty,” the thematic “Top Hat, W hite
Gloves, and Tails,” and a medley of old
songs, among many others.
To add to the festivities, the band
played “When the Saints Come Marching In,” just before the intermission
while walking through the audience.
Miss Church has been very active on
campus in her three years here, as a

.
, . ,
Sophomore Sphinx President of Angel
Fkght, Executive Board of Freshman
Camip, _and is a member of the ^Student
Alumni Committee. Her home is in Port}an:d > »fe. She wore a white chiffon balJ rJ.a J? gown,
.Miss Crawford who wore a white
piffue pnncess-style gown, is from _upPer Montclair New Jersey She is a
transjyr student from Wheaton College,
active in Student Union and _Student
Senate, as well as m women smtra-muraf.s;. ... . . .,
.. ,
Miss Wakefield wore a pink chiffon
ballerina gown, adorned with pink flow^rs- She is from Tilton, N. H .,qs PresiJent of Blue Cord, and Junior Class
Secretary. She _ was a member of the
Sophomore Sphinx last year _ .
nJ’
which admission was
$4-50, was the culmination of a Ion:
(continued on page 5)

Ten University Coeds Compete
For Miss New Hampshire Title

By Carole Sofronas
Preparations for the annual Miss New H am pshire contest are
now underway. On W ednesday, May 20th, the contestants will
appear in the State Arm ory in M anchester for the final judging, and
Miss New H am pshire of 1960 will be crowned.
Ten of these contestants are from the University. The girls and
their talents are: K athy Blackmore, from Elizabethtow n, New
Jersey, whose talent is dancing; Bunny Kinsley of Lexington,

Massachusetts, who will sing a solo; Sue
' :
T JT T . JETT
Lebrun of Wakefield, Mass., who will That evening after the Junior Miss
also -sing; Sue M axton of Hohokus, New N. H. contest, the pageant will take place.
Jersey, will do a dramatic act; Jan The girls will first appear individually
M artin of Laconia will also do a dra- in bathing suits and then as a group,
matic act; Gaby Pochelon of Georges y.he talent performances will take place,
Mills, will play a piano solo; Carolyn a fter which the girls will then appear
Rhoades of Cranston, Rhode Island, will jn evening gowns, first individually and
sing; Sandra Sheets of Manchester, will
„m itn
do a dramatic reading; Jane W alker of then as a group'
Nanuet, New York’s talent is riflery; and Miss N ew Hampshire Announced
Brenda Zinn of Pittsfield will do a dra
matic act.
Following these presentations, will be
Pageant Takes Place
the awards. The Miss Congeniality troAt 1 p.m. next Wednesday, the con- phy and scholarship is the first to be
testants will all appear at the Armory given, and is followed by the Miss Talent
for a talk on what the Miss America trophy and scholarship. The reigning Miss
pageant, in Atlantic City, is like. They New Hampshire, Mary Morin of Manwili have a group picture taken in eve- che-ster, will then giye a resume of her
ning gowns and bathing suits. Informa- past activities, combined in her farewell
tion will be given to them concerning the address. The five finalists are then anMiss Congeniality award which is given nounced and at last •— the new Miss
to the girl chosen by her fellow contest- New Hampshire.
ants as the most congenial. This will be After she is chosen, she receives_ a
Student Church Presents
followed by a practice in walking down $500 scholarship. She immediately begins
the ramp. Later in the afternoon there interviews, and the selection of her ward20th Century Folk M ass
will be a luncheon, and the judges will robe for the competition in the Miss
The Student Church this Sunday morn judge
girls on their poise, intelli- America contest in Atlantic City, New
ing in Murkland Auditorium at 11:00 gence, the
beauty
and charm.
Jersey, on Labor Day weekend.
a.m. will present during the latter part
of the worship service the _20th Century
Folk Mass. The Mass which was com Oliver C. Carmichael Plans To Discuss
posed by Geoffrey Beaumont is a 35minute Hi-Fi record.
The composer of the 20th Century
Mass in an endeavor to discover fresh Racial Problems Of Our Modern World
meaning to the traditional Mass, has
By Sylvia Gagnon
composed this work. He has tried to
bring to the fore in it the meaning and
Form er President of the U niversity of Alabama, Oliver C.
drama of the Mass rather than its his
torical beauty. Mr. Beaumont has ex Carmichael, will speak at New H am pshire H all at 1 :00 p.m. May
perimented with contemporary music and 14 as a m em ber of the “D istinguished L ecture” series. The topic
come up with some interesting effects of
his lecture will be “Racial Tensions—A Study in H um an Re
that render the Folk Mass effective.
Mr. Beaumont during his undergrad actions.” ,
uate years at Cambridge wrote songs
Mr. Carmichael has recently returned from South Africa, where
for the “Footlights” revues. In 1932 he he studied racial problem s in education.
was ordained as a minister, and he A native of Alabama and a Rhoades
served as a chaplain for the Royal Scholar from that state he holds degrees
Marines in the 2nd W orld W ar. He be
the University of Alabama and
gan his serious work on the Folk Mass from
Oxford University in England. He also
while he was chaplain to Trinity Col has
been awarded honorary degrees from
lege in Cambridge. Later he was chap 19 colleges
universities in all sec
lain to the British Embassy in Madrid tions of the and
country.
and then vicar of St.- George’s Camber
Active Career
well.
Before becoming President of the Uni
The record has been produced by versity
Alabama, he served as Presi
Frank W eir and his Concert Orchestra dent ofof the
Carnegie Foundation for
with the Peter Knight Singers.
the Advancement of Teaching, President
of Alabama College and Chancellor of
Vanderbilt University. In 1952 he_ was
lecturer at Yale University.
Official Notices Spaulding
A life member of the National Edu
All students are responsible for knowledge cation Association, he has served as
of notices appearing here.
chairman of the Southern Association of
and Secondary Schools. He is
Registration Reminder. All stu Colleges
also a member of the executive com
dents returning for the fall semester mittee
of the Southern University Con
should see their advisers and turn
the President’s Commission on
in their trial study cards by May 19. ference,
Education and Phi Beta Kappa.
Lost and Found. Articles lost on Higher
is on the hoard of trustees of the
campus should be turned in and He
Carnegie Foundation for the Advance
claimed at the M emorial Union r e  ment
of Teaching and of the New York
ception desk.
State University.
Dr. Oliver C. Carmichael
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U.S. Department O f State
Holds Written Examination

The United States Department of State
will hold its next written Foreign Ser
vice Officer Examination on Dec. 5,
1959 in approximately 65 centers through
out the United States and at Foreign
Service Posts abroad. In announcing
the examination the Department is seek
ing to interest undergraduate and grad
uate students who have studied in such
fields as economics, public and business
administration, language and area studies,
history and political science.
To be eligible to take this examination,
candidates must be at least 21 and under
32 years of age as of October 19, 1959.
Persons 20 years of age may also ap
ply if a college graduate or a senior in
college. They must be American citizens
of at least 9 years standing.
Candidates who are successful in the
one-day written examination, which tests
their facility in English expression, gen
eral ability and background, will sub
sequently be given oral examinations by
panels which will meet in regional centers
throughout the United States.
The starting salary for the newly ap
pointed Foreign Service Officers ranges
from $5,225 to $5,885 per year.
Application forms and other informa
tion may be obtained immediately by
writing to the Board of Examiners for
the Foreign Service, Department of
State, Washington 25, D. C. The closing
date for filing the application is October
19, 1959.
I

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of O ptom etry
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The University Symphony Orches
tra, under the direction of Howard
Boyajian, will present its final concert
on W ednesday May 20 at 8:00 p.m.
in New H am pshire Hall.
The program will feature Hazel H ut
chinson, Em m y-Lou Jorgensen, and
Geraldine King, all student conductors
in Mr. Boyajian’s conducting class.
Joan Brewer will be student soloist
in a performance of the M ozart H orn
concerto in D Major.
Among composers to be represented
will be Bach, Holst, Beethoven, Dvo
rak, Grieg and Sibelius.
The public is cordially invited to at
tend this free concert.
Former Faculty Member
Joins Wittenberg's Staff

Reginald Call, visiting professor of
English at Bowdoin College and a form
er faculty member at the University of
New Hampshire, has been appointed to
the Wittenberg College faculty, Dean A.
Edward Patmos of Wittenberg’s School
of Community Education announced re
cently. Professor Call will join the W it
tenberg faculty September 1 as assistant
professor of English.
The new Wittenberg faculty member’s
special area of interest lies in the field
of Chaucerian literature and the writers
of the Middle Ages. He is a native
of Antrim. He earned his bachelor of
arts and master of arts degrees in Eng
lish at Columbia University. During the
first semester of the 1958-59 academic
year he did additional graduate work
at Oxford. University in Cambridge, Eng
land.
From 1935 to 1940 he served as an
LIKE N E W

Tennis Raquet for Sale $4

Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
of A ll Types

SymphonyOrchestra
Presents Concert

§
11

fit

See Arthur Carden
Janitor, Memorial Union

IFC Installs New
Officers; Presents
Various Awards

As has been the custom in past years,
the Interfraternity Council met last
Monday night at 6:30 at the Exeter
Inn for their annual banquet. The pur
pose of the buffet style dinner was to
officially welcome new members, install
the new officers and to present the ouU
going Senior delegates with their I.F.C.
gold key and scroll. Also included in
the ceremonies was the presentation of
various awards under the auspices of
the Interfraternity Council.
The guests at the dinner included:
President Johnson, Dean Gardiner,
Staton Curtis, president of the Fraternity-Faculty Advisors Association, Mr.
Paul Sweet and the fraternity advisors.
The awards presented to the various
recipients included -the Fraternity
Scholastic Achievement Award, pre
sented each year to the fraternity which
has the highest point average and
which has shown the m ost scholastic
improvement during the past year. This
year this award was presented to Lam 
bda -Chi Alpha and was received by
John Haslam.
The second award, the Blood Donor
Award, given to the fraternity with
the highest percentage of members
donating blood during the -blood drive,
went to Phi Delta Upsilon and was
accepted by John Sweklo.
The Good Citizen Award, presented
each year to the outstanding citizen
from the faculty or administration, was
given to Coach Paul Sweet. He was
chosen by the Council as the individual
who has contributed the greatest
amount of service to the University
community over a period of years.
Donald L ’Esperance spoke briefly on
the IF C ’s achievements during the
past year. This year’s president M arty
Elkin then commented on the Council’s
future plans for the fraternity system.
assistant to the general manager of the
P-o-rt of New York Authority. He was an
instructor in English at New York Uni
versity from 1941 to 1951.

Newman Club — At 7 p.m. this
Thursday evening, the Newman Club
will hold its annual bazaar for the ben
efit of St. Thomas More Church. The
bazaar will be held in the Church hall.
Games, prizes, refreshments, an auc
tion and a food sale will be included in
the evening’s entertainment. Among
the special prizes to be given away is
a VM H i-Fi set.
Co-chairmen of the bazaar are John
Scherm erhom and Robert Sylvia.
Christian Association The 20th Cen
tury Folk Mass, a 35 minute H i-Fi
record produced by Frank W eir and
his Concert Orchestra, will be given
at the Student Church W orship Ser
vice on May 17th at 11 p.m.
John O'Reilly Discusses
Art O f Present America

John O’Reilly, instructor in the Arts,
will give an open lecture in Murkland
Auditorium on Monday, May 18th at
7 :00 p.m. The subject of his talk will
be “The A rt of Present America.” He
will emphasize Jackson Pollock, a nonPbjective abstract artist, and Wilhemn
Dekooning and Phillip Guston, both con
temporary abstract artists. _
Through the use of slides showing
various works of art Mr. O’Reilly will
explain how contemporary abstract art
expresses the state of our society today.
He feels that people who support con
temporary abstract art are those who are
not hypocritical and realize the disorder
of our society as the artists have ex
pressed it.
Mr. O’Reilly’s lecture is given in con
nection with the course L.A. 51.

W R A Notes

Angel Flight Selects
Officers For 1959-60

The -Angel Flight, auxiliary of the
Bease Air Society, United States Air
Force ROTiC, at the University of New
Hampshire, recently elected new officers
for the coming school year. Miss Donna
Church of Portland, Maine, was elected
president replacing outgoing Ann W itherell of Wellesley, Massachusetts. Patri
cia Turnibull of Millington, New Jersey,
was elected vice-president and Meredith
Pike of Liber-tyville, Illinois, is t-he new
treasurer. Miss Sally Healy of Manches
ter, New Hampshire, will serve as Pub
lic Relations Officer for the year. Ann
Wieknertz is the newly elected secretary.
Ann is a native of Gothenburg, Sweden,
and has been honored with an exten
sion of her scholarship to study at Dur
ham for another year.
Angel Flight is presently _ ending a
year of great- activity; reviewing ROTC
parades, chaperoning Air Force and ca
det -social functions and representing the
Air Force ROTC Wing among the wom
en students at the University of New
Hampshire.
Congratulations are also in order for
members of this years All-Star L a
crosse team. Seniors: Sarah Kerr, Jane
Milette, Satch Philips, Maggie Mayes,
and W eezy Nutt. Juniors: M ary Ann
Cutter, Barb Benson, Gail Bigglestone,
Judy Gove, Jean Hodgkin, and Joan
W heeler. Sophomores: Dotty Schultz,
Arlene Jackson, Sue W heeler, and Eil
een M acDonald. Freshm en: M ary-Jean
Trachier, Sandy Anderson, Peggy
Ballou, Sandy Peabody, P at Batchelder, Anne Morse, and Claudia Sand
berg.
The Annual W . R. A. Picnic will be
held on. May 20, at “Salty”. Girls in
any of the clubs sponsored by W .R.A.,
and those receiving awards for parti
cipation in sports will receive an invita
tion. Full information as to time and
transportation will be enclosed.

Congratulations to the members of
the 1959-1960 W om en’s Recreation
Association Executive Board. They
are: President, Gail Bigglestone; In  “An old-timer is a man who remem
terclass Director, M ary Ann Cutter;
bers when a dollar was a dollar — and
Treasurer, Holly Patterson.;Co-Recrea- he
didn’t have one.”
tion Director, Nancy Bales; Inter-house
Director, Lynne W rightm our; Secre
— William H. Walton
tary, Carolyn Rhoades.

Home of Good Food

E S S O R E S E A R C H works wonders with oil

GRANT’S

Let it spray! New plastics stay fresh and soft!

COFFEE SHOP
E. M. LOEW 'S

C I V

I C

THEATRE
Portsmouth, N. H.

G E 6-5710

Horrors
of the
Black Museum

Now thru Sat., M ay

16th

Cinemascope and Technicolor
PLUS

Headless
Ghost
FINEST THEATRE

Thurs. and Fri.

M a y 14, 15

GERVAISE
M a r ia Schell
New York Film Critics A w ard
Best Foreign Picture, 1957
Sat.

M a y 16

THE

PROUD

REBEL

color
A la n Ladd

Around your tub, around your windows, plastic curtains stay colorful and fresh, drape better, look better longer.
Around you, plastic rainwear stays comfortably soft and pliable. Contributing to these qualities in many plastics
is an oil-based ingredient developed by Esso Research. Better house-keeping. . . better carkeeping . . . there’s no end to the ways E S S O R E S E A R C H works wonders with oil.

'€sso

O liv ia de H avillan d

Sun. and Mon.

M a y 17, 18

SO M E C A M E R U N N IN G
Cinem aScope

and

Color

Frank Sinatra

D ean M artin
Shirley M cLaine

Tues. and W ed.

M a y 19, 20

THE PERFECT FURLOUGH
Cinemascope and Color
Tony C urtis

Janet Leigh
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History, Sociology,
Government Move
Into Old Library

Engineering Honor Society
Holds Annual Initiation

University Holds
Convocation For
Honor Students

Kuivila Granted Fellowship
For Chemical Research

Michaud Bus Line
Starts New Route

A University of New Hampshire chem
Tau Beta Pi, the national engineering
istry professor who has recently received
honor society, held its spring initiation
two national fellowship grants will spend The Michaud Bus Line of Salem,
on Thursday, April 23. Following the
a year of study at the California Insti Mass., has started what is hoped is a
initiation there was a dinner at the Me
tute of Technology in Pasadena.
permanent transportation service by bus,
morial Union for the members and their
Beginning in September, Dr. Henry between Rochester, N. H., and Boston,
Approximately
350
superior
students
guests.
The
speaker
for
the
evening
was
By Dick W eston
Kuivila
will
work
on
a
project
entitled
Dr. Gibson R. Johnson, Professor _ of will be honored Sunday afternoon, May “Mechanisms of Reactions of Organotin Mass. The route includes the town of
Durham, Newmarket and Exeter, N. H.
at a special University convocation
Have you wondered, perhaps as you History. His topic was Communist China. in17, New
Hydrides”.
At present there is one round trip
Hampshire.
made your way to class from Memorial The members of Tau Beta Pi, elected The Honors
is a special Dr. Kuivila’s first nine months of operated leaving Durham daily at 8:13
Union, what was to .become of the locked fnom the Junior and Senior engineering occasion at whichConvocation
will be sponsored by a Senior a.m. and returning at 5 :30 p.m.
University confers study
brick building with “LIBRARY” over classes, are chosen for their high schol on its outstandingthestudents
Post-Doctoral Fellowship from the Na Mr. Arthur J. Grimes of Dover is
its front door? W ithin a few months, arship and excellence of character. The for academic achievement. Its recognition
is tional Science Founlation. These awards the representative of this bus line in
builders will move in to remodel it into new initiates are: Juniors: Perley Irish, to draw attention to the placepurpose
of schol are given to those who have had their New Hampshire and would welcome
classrooms, ' according to University Jr., Alan Marshall, Nelson Maynard, arship in the life of the_ University,
to Ph.D. for at least five years, and enable all suggestions the students might have
Richard O’Malley, Robert O’Malley,
Treasurer Norman W. Myers.
emphasis to academic success, and the recipients to have free time for study with reference to improving the service.
The old Hamilton Smith Library was Donald Read, Robert Smith, and John give
doing so, to encourage all students and original research.
built in 1907 on a standard model pro Viola. Seniors: Einar Bakke, Earl by
Dr. Kuivila also received a 1959 Gug Pedestrian fatalities reached 7,500 and
excell scholastically.
vided by trustee? of the Carnegie Foun Legacy, Richard Murray, John Rand, to The
Sunday program will begin at 2 :30 genheim Fellowship which will allow injuries reached 22,200, the booklet
dation. Even though it was enlarged in and Robert Taatjes.
p.m. Dr. Edward D. Eddy Jr., Vice-presi him to spend three more months on bis states. Both these figures were slightly
1938 and again in 1941, in recent years
Friday, May 1, Tau Beta Pi held dent
of the University, will project in the summer of 1960. Guggen below the ’56 totals. Over 34 percent
it grew increasingly inadequate to the itsOnannual
of officers for the deliverandan Provost
address
of welcome. The pro heim Fellowships are granted to “per of the pedestrian deaths resulted from
demands of a growing university. Three coming year.election
The new officers are: Presi gram will include selections
by the Uni sons of the highest capacity for scholar crossing in the middle of the block, a
separate surveys indicated that it would dent, Verne Brown; Vice-President, versity
String Orchestra and the Con ly research, demonstrated by the previ total of 2,600 persons.
be cheaper to build a new library than Richard Kimball; Recording Secretary, cert Choir.
ous publication of contributions to knowl
to enlarge Hamilton Smith any more, Donald R ead; Corresponding Secretary, At the conclusion of the honors cere edge,
and to persons of unusual and pro
so plans were begun in the_ early 195_0’s Richard O’Malley; Treasurer, Perley mony, a receptioh will be held in the ven creative
ability in the fine arts.” This
to build the spacious new library which Irish, Jr.; Cataloger, Robert O’Malley. Strafford Room of the Memorial Union. is the 35th annual
series of awards made
opened last fall.
University Symphonic Band will by the Foundation.
culture may take over the space vacated The
ART
a concort on the terrace of the
Still Good Condition
by the Government Department in Mor present
TANCREDI
Memorial
Union
beginning
at
3
:45
p.m.
rill
Hall,
but
the
actual
assignments
into
Article By Eddy Published
Even though it had outlived its use
fulness as a library, the building _was new space are yet to be determined by
“A Larger Task for the American Col
the
Deans
and
Department
Heads
in
still in good condition, so the bond issue
Youth Exchange Delegate
lege” an article by Dr. Edward D. Eddy
that raised the funds to construct the new volved.
Vice-president and Provost of the
The original University Library occu Speaks To N. H. Audiences Jr.,
library also included money to remodel pied
has been published in the
one room on the ground floor of The author of the series of articles on University,
Hamilton Smith into a classroom build Thompson
April issue of “The Educational Record”,
Hall. In 1893, it held 3,500 life in Peru, Roger M. Kimball o;f publication
ing.
of the American Council on
The Town of Durham had a
The architect’s plans for this job ar volumes.
Conway, will be heard by New Education.
public library of about the same size, Center
rived in Mr. Meyers’ office last Friday, endowed
Hampshire
audiences
this
month
as
he
The article draws heavily on the re
by Ben Thompson. There was begins a state-wide speaking tour.
and if all goes well work should begin also at that
experiences of the author in the
time a private library as Kimball, who spent six months in the cent
soon, and end in time for classes to be sociation in the
study of character influences in Ameri
town. All three institu South American country as an Interna can
held there the second semester of next tions were suffering
The full report of this
from cramped quar tional Farm Youth Exchange delegate, studycolleges.
year. Mr. Myers says the cost of this
has been published by the Ameri
project is “infinitesimal” compared to ters by 1903.
will continue presentation of illustrated can Council on Education under the
the cost of constructing a new class
Dancing Every Saturday Nite
talks through November. He is the son title, “The College Influence of Student
Three Groups Merged
room building from the ground up.
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Maurice
Kimball.
Character.”
Present plans are to move the Depart In that year Hamilton Smith, a resi The speaking engagements serve to
ments of History, Government, and So dent of Durham and a world-famous min further
international understanding, the
ciology into the building when it is ready. ing engineer, died and left the town an prime objective of the I.F.Y.E. pro
SU M M ER SC H O O L
It is felt that this grouping will make extensive collection of engineering books gram, according to Norman F. Wippen,
the best use of the space, and bring to and $10,000 dollars to build a new li I.F.Y.E. contact agent and Cooperation
gether under one roof a fairly unified brary. Town and university officials got Extension Service member.
section of the liberal arts spectrum. together with the private library associa The young “ambassador” may be con
Ideally, the university would like to tion, and the three groups decided to tacted through county Extension offices
place all the social sciences in the same merge.
and arrangements made for his speaking
I N T E R S E S S I O N ...................................... JUNE 8-27
building, but limited space and money
The new library group received an services. He will be in the following
One Course
-t- Three semester hours
make this impossible.
other $20,000 and the plans for the build counties on the following dates:
ing
from
the
Andrew
Carnegie
Founda
Carroll
County,
May
4
through
8;
Space Badly Needed
SUMM ER SE S SIO N JUNE 29 - A U GU ST 14
tion, and the State of New Hampshire Rockingham, May 25-29; Belknap, Sep
Two Courses
—
Six semester hours
The space now occupied by _the De appropriated $10,000 for equipment. We tember 28-Oct. 2; Merrimack, Oct. 5-9;
partments of History and Sociology in who have enjoyed the use of our new Coos, Oct. 12-16; Carroll, Oct. 19-23 and
Coeducational;
Arts •
Sciences •
Education •
Business
DeMerritt Hall is badly needed by the library this year can appreciate the proud Cheshire, Oct. 26-30.
Mathematics and Physics Departments. satisfaction "the town and university must “It’s hotter in summer than in the
W rite for Bulletin B, Worcester, Mass.
Some activities of the College of Agri- have felt when Hamilton Smith Library city.”
first opened its doors over fifty years ago.

CLARK UNIVERSITY

ewingtoM

O U T D O O R T H E A T E R II
DURHAM-PORTSMOUTH ROAD
Wed.-Sat.

Carberry Shoe Store
A good place to buy shoes for the entire
fam ily for every occasion
UPPER SQ U A R E ,

M a y 13-16

DOVER

W e G ive S& H Stamps

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SH O P

SHO P A N D SAVE AT -

DO VER

HARDW ARE &

PLUMBING
447 Central Ave.

M EADER'S FLOWER SH O P
C O R SA G ES OUR SPECIALTY

SUPPLY CO.
Dover, N. H.

10 Third Street
Telephone Dover SH 2-1165

RALLY 'R O U N D THE FLAG BOYS
aul N ew m an

Joan W o o d w a rd

SIERRA BARO N
rian

Keith

Rita

Sun.-Tues.

Gam

CHEVY’S THE HOTTEST ONE AGAIN!

M a y 17-19

BELL, BOOK, A N D CANDLE
Jam es Stewart

Kim N o v a k

G U N M A N 'S W ALK
Van

Heflin

T ab

W ed.-Sat.

Hunter

M a y 20-23

SO M E C A M E R U N N IN G
Frank Sin atra

D ean M artin

COLONIAL
Portsmouth G E 6-2605

N o w thru Tues.,
Rod

May

19

Steiger as

AL C A P O N E
Co-Hit!

THE A C C U R S E D

Starts W ed.,

M a y 20

W illia m

HOTTEST

LOOKING, HOTTEST SAVING,

Fau lkne r's

THE S O U N D A N D THE FURY
Plus!

THE L O N E TE XA N

DOVER, N|. H.
Thurs., Fri., Sat.

M ay 14, 15, 16

COMPULSION
starring

Orson W ells and Diane Varsi

Sun., Mon., Tues.

M ay 17, 18, 19

COUNT YOUR
BLESSINGS
starring

Deborah Kerr

Wed.-Sat.

M ay 20-23

SOUND AND THE FURY

h o tte st sellin g

A V8-powered Im pala Convertible . . . unm istakably ’ 59!

of the

What we mean—this new Chevy’s
whipped up a one-car heat wave. Its
fresh style caught on right away, of
course. But—whether you prefer a
V8 or 6—where Chevrolet really

LEADING LOW-PRICED 3

leaves the other cars in the shade is
out on the road. A pair of Chevy 6’s
came in one-two in their class in this
year’s Mobilgas Economy Run. And
the winning average was 22.38 m.p.g.

Why not drop down to your dealer’s
and see for your
self why Chevy’s
this year’s hot> C H E V R O L E T
test selling car?

starring

Yul Brynner, Jo Anne W oodw ard

T ry the hot one— see your local authorized Chevrolet dealer!
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Letters To The Editor

ampsfjtre

Rossiter Calls
Recent Visit
'Rewarding'

WENH Becomes
Operational Soon
Need Volunteers

Fellowship Aw arded For
Undergraduate Research

The ^university has received a grant
of $7,780 from the National Science
Foundation for support of an “U nder
graduate Research Participation P ro
To the E ditor:
gram ” under the direction of Dr. John
If I were to write a proper note of _W E N H -T V , licensed to the Univer F. Reed, U N H coordinator of R e
thanks to each member of your communi sity and operating from studios in the search.
ty who had shown me some kindness M emorial Union Building, has announ
grant is one of the first made in
during my week on the campus, I would ced that it expects to become operation a The
program
which has as its objective
be writing from now until Christmas al soon. W ith this in mind, the station the determ ination
“through a large
May I, therefore, take this opportuniy is now accepting applications for vol scale and broadly based trial whether
to express my gratitude to several hund unteer workers.
providing superior undergraduate stu
Editorial Board
red gracious students, faculty members, O perating around a basic staff of dents with experience in research par
administrators for giving me one of professional telecasters, the station ticipation under the direction of col
David Snow, Editor-in-chief.
Scott Blakey, Retiring Editor. and
the happiest and most rewarding weeks of will depend alm ost entirely on volun lege faculty members can make an im
Anne Barbeau, Associate Editor.
Dick Shea, Managing Editor. my
career.
teers to maintain its operations. These portant contribution to science educa
Carole Sofronas, Senior News Editor.
Doug Brown, Sports Editor.
volunteers will be trained by the sta tion.”
Yours faithfully,
Richard Sears, Business Mgr.
Ed Doherty, Advertising Mgr.
tion and participate in all phases of its Each _U ndergraduate selected for
CLIN TO N RO SSITER operation.
Carroll Towle *59, Circulation Manager; Sylvia Gagnon *60, Andrea Viano *61, Arolyn Benson *61,
support in the program m ust he an ac
Anne Skuggevik *62, News Editors.
Dept, of Government
tual participant in research, m ust be
Unusual Opportunity
Staff
Cornell University
According to Mr. Keith J. Nighbert, engaged in a research effort of scientific
Ithaca, New York
STAFF WRITERS: Retty Ann Jorgensen *60; Barbara Mahan *60; Lee Rente *60; Irving Rothstein *60;
General M anager of W E N H , this is a significance under the supervision of a
Carlene Richardson ’60; Richard Duggin *61.
April 28, 1959
rather rare and ususual opportunity. competent scientist, and m ust be in
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS: Thomas Purdy *60; Charles Came ’60.
W ith the num ber of educational tele timately associated with the research
Senators Given
vision stations constantly increasing, a atm osphere and research personnel.
whole new career field is developing. According to Dr. Reed, 12 students
W ord of Advice
Now, interested persons have the op will be involved in the program which
portunity to gain a background in this will begin immediately. Norm ally stu
To the Senate:
field by contributing a few hours of dents will apply for participation near
There are three things which are most their
time to the W E N H operation. the end of their junior year but some
This week, the W om en’s Judiciary Board will handle some important
parliamentary body to This could
open m any doors to “especially ^outstanding” individuals
cases that have to do with the drinking laws of this state. The make itselfto a anysuccess.
The first is the the individualwell
should
he desire to pur may be selected who have not reached
women involved are minors. One of them, whom we questioned courage to stand for what you believe, no sue a career in television.
this stage of their academic career.
what the opposition or its size. W hile prior experience is helpful, it Dr. Reed states that those selected
rather carefully, was brought to court and reported to U niversity matter
You must be an enlightened skeptic who is not necessary. W E N H will conduct will have a high degree of motivation
authorities by a policeman who saw her drinking in a public area does
not take everything he is told as workshop sometime after May 15 to and_ interest in the m ajor fields, a scho
of a nearby city.
the only right thing, but who makes his atrain
volunteers in all phases of the lastic record which promises admission
On inquiring into the laws which these persons were alleged own mind up about -everything of im television
operation. Persons interested into graduate school, interested and
This is the only way to live in television
to have violated, we discovered that, although they were being portance.
production, program m ing, ability in research and a genuine in
yourself and your conscience.
talent,
engineering,
etc., will tellectual curiosity. The final selection
penalized by a U niversity organization, it was a civil law, not a with
The second of these is actually the have an opportunity writing,
to
gain
actual
ex will be ^made by a special advisory
U niversity rule, which they violated.
most important. It is to have a strong perience in these fields. There is a par
group of facuty members.
The U niversity has few w ritten rules concerning drinking, desire to do all possible to promote the ticular need for an artist and photo The program is a way of identifying,
welfare of the student body and
rewarding, and stim ulating the talent
according to the Dean of Students. W e believe this is in keeping general
enhance the standing of the Senate grapher.
ed student early in his career.
Summer
and
Fall
Workshops
with its purpose of creating a responsible, independent youth. On toin the
eyes of the student body. Try to The television workshop w-ill be con
the other hand, the U niversity has always assumed responsibility put your own self interest behind you and ducted by the professional staff of fice of W E N H , located in the M emo
work for the benefit of all. Never be W E N H and in itself is a rare oppor rial Union Building, Room 116. It is
for minors violating the civil drinking law on or off campus. »
to apeak for the minority because tunity to obtain a basic television back hoped by_ the station that these blanks
New H am pshire’s law concerning the drinking of m inors who afraid
will be picked up as soon as possible.
be right, and the minority may
do not purchase the liquor them selves is surprisingly vague. In itsoonmight
It is hoped that through the The station stresses that the unusual
turn out to be the real majority. ground.
workshop,
W
E
N
H
will
obtain
a
basic
fact, it doesn’t even consider the guilt of these minors. W e quote: Do not )>e afraid of working hard and group that cannot only maintain the opportunity, the fact that no prior ex
perience is necessary, and the chance
taking time from your studies. If your
175:6 No licensee, sales agent, nor any other
operation, but train new vol to gain a working background in what
3.0 or 3.5 means so much to you that present
unteers
as
they
come
in.
Additional
person, shall sell or give away or cause or perm it
you cannot spend enough time on Sen workshops will be held in the summer is becoming a new career field, necessi
tates a rigid screening. However, the
ate, then you will benefit both yourself and fall.
or procure to be sold, delivered or given away any
station will be glad to consider all who
and^ Senate by_ resigning from Senate.
liquor or beverage to a minor . . . .
Training
will
consist
of
camera
work,
The .third point is to work for unanimi basic roduction and direction, prepara apply.
In spite of the fact that the law is directed against persons ty of action in Senate and not quarrel tion of visuals, audio work, and an
passing the liquor to minors, and only implicitly prohibits minors oyer small points of procedure and minor nouncing,
am ong others. It is hoped
You should know as much about that the workshop
from accepting it, severe action has been taken on the basis of this bills.
will turn out people
parliamentary
.procedure
as
possible
as
law to p u n is h m in o rs a n d d is c o u ra g e th e m fro m a c c e p tin g liq u o r. well as knowing your Constitution aj well who will fit into several of these slots.
O utstanding workshop participants will
They can be brought to court, either with or w ithout the person as is possible. Make these your guides; be
for several advance posi
are never stumbling blocks. Never tionsconsidered
who gave them the drink, and there penalized or else “reported” they
including crew chief, production
try
to
do
away
with
anything
unless
you
to the U niversity authorities, as four girls were, two weeks ago. have something of equal or better worth assistant and artist-photographer.
Now supposing that they are not fined in court and that the to replace it. Always listen to both sides
Applications Available
C. Grinnell, Dean of the Col
U niversity takes over, it often happens that m inors are given of any debate.
Interested persons can obtain appli legeDr. ofH. Agriculture,
been named
John K. Billington
cation blanks from the tem porary of chairman of the New has
“probation” for such an offense, provided special circum stances don’t
H am pshire State
w arrant leniency. And disciplinary probation is, of course, -con
Committee, a group that will join other
state and territorial committees in a
sidered a serious m atter by these stu d en ts; it is a perm anent black From The Observation Post
nationwide search for the person or
m ark on their records.
persons who will receive the 1960
Certainly, the penalties described above are severe enough to
Hoblitzelle National Award in the
discourage many students under age from drinking on or off cam
Agricultural Sciences.
By DICK W E ST O N
Consisting of $10,000 in cash and a
pus. However, we do not find the situation entirely satisfactory in
medal, the Award will go to the
one respect, and believe that the outlook of law-enforcers, both My high-school chem istry teacher in one plane can wipe out a whole city gold
fortunate scientist or scientists making
on and off campus, could be made a little more reasonable if one was a M arine sergeant during W orld with an atomic bomb. And this great the
m ost im portant contribution to
W ar II, and he loved to interlard his change in the nature of war started Am erican
fact w asn’t overlooked.
agriculture during the last
lectures
with
tales
of
his
exploits
in
less
than
a
century
ago
with
Nobel’s
four years.
It is true that the virtual absence of drinking laws in the U ni the South Pacific, made pertinent by invention of dynam ite.”
The Award will be conferred at
versity rule-book means that the authorities on campus are en the inclusion of such chemical infor- He was oversimplifying, of course, Renner,
Texas, on May 18, 1960, dur
forcing the civil law. And as a result of this, we find it natural mation as the formula of jungle juice, in order to dram atize the motive for ing the Annual
Field Day and Awards
(The
m
ajor
ingredient
of
which
was
the
Nobel
Peace
Prize.
Genghis
Khan
for the Student Judiciary Board to take oven when violations of torpedo alcohol, if my memory serves and his generals practiced total war on Dinner of Texas Research Foundation
administers the Award. The
this law are discovered on campus. But we cannot understand why
a scale unm atched before or since. The which
scientist-recipient will be guest of hon
the civil courts alone — if they have the power under the vague correctly.)
One day, while we were studying ni- reduction of strategic targets has al- or
at the event, which annually draws
statute quoted — don’t penalize students under age who are found trogen, he came to Nobel and the in- ways been im portant, although it used thousands
of persons interested in agri
vention
of
dynamite.
“You
know,”
he
to
be
accomplished
more
through
siege
drinking in some other city.
culture and scientific research.
told
us,
“I
may
have
given
you
the
imthan
sudden
destruction,
Is the U niversity supposed to have a “Big B rother” eye open pression that was is a lot of fun. T hat’s But he made his point. Hannibal, reNew Hampshire Committee
Members of the, New Ham pshire
on students wherever they are, and to take responsibility for their only because it is hum an nature to re- surrected, m ight have done pretty well State
Committee who are serving with
member the good side of anything and in Napoleon’s day, but he would be Dr. Grinnell
actions? O r else, are the students on their own, once they leave push
are: Dr. H. A. Keener,
the bad parts out of our memo- completely lost in the Pentagon. The D irector of the
campus with a regular perm ission?
A gricultural Experi
ries.
W
ar
isn’t
really
fun
at
all.
By
Roman
Em
pire
could
have
been
desIf we are to suppose that they are on their own, as responsible and large, it’s a very nasty business. troyed in a week by an air force the m ent Station and Professor of Dairy
adults, then this “reporting” seems unreasonable. W hy shouldn’t
Football-Game Battles
s i.z e ?f Sweden’s, attacking it commu- Science; Dr. A. B. Prince, Chairman
D epartm ent of Agronom y and
the civil court of the city in question simply fine them for breaking “Back in the days before high explo- nications. A single m odern destroyer ofSoiltheScientist;
C. Richards,
sives were invented, it was a lot differ- co
^ave sunk N elsons entire fleet Associate Dean ofDr.the M.College
the law?
of A gri
ent.
W
ar
stayed
pretty
much
the
same
aJ
Trafalgar
without
suffering
the
culture and Professor of Botany; Dr.
W e hope that our purpose in w riting this will not be m isunder throughout history up until the middle slightest damage to itself,
W. C. Skoglund, Chairman of the De
stood. W e are not advocating lighter penalties for minors who drink of the last century. The only people
Romantic View Impossible
partm ent of Poultry Science and Dr.
and are caught. But we do believe that students of college age, who ‘n™
lvi w,ere the soldiers on the battle- W ar used ,t o ,b e a SQrt f deadl A.
E. Teeri, Chairman of the D epart
The two armies lined u p o n oppoj d b professionals ' who m ent of Biochemistry, all of the A gri
are allowed to leave campus, should be responsible only to them  field.
site
ends
of
a
field
like
football
teams
k
n
e
w
t
h
e
r
isk
s>
G
r
jm
a
s
it
it
c
o
u
l
d
cultural Experim ent Station at the U ni
selves and to the civil law for their actions.
and went at each other until one side be rom anticized in a way impossible versity.
broke
and
ran
for
it.
The
other
side
“The purpose of the Hoblitzelle
,had, won the battle and that, was all,, for
odern war.
cavalry
charge,
wjtbm,bannerg
flying,The
bugles
blaring,
and Award is to give recognition and en
couragem ent to those professional
was was *.killing
.... - even wholesale
, . . sabres
flashing
in the
as men
There
and horses
raced
in sunlight
a swirling
Iine workers
who make significant contri
A little while . . . and Durham will resemble a ghost town. Kbattlefield.
t'ff u m And
a ' j iitheWaS
C° n 1 w erennt across
open
ground,
has therm
been onuclear
replaced butions to the nation’s agriculture
weapons
b
the
coldl
effident
scientific research,” Dr. C. L.
There is no need to wait until June 14 for this to occur either. In powerful or accurate enough to do balHstic migsil hurtli supersonically through
Lundell, D irector of Texas Research
the next few week-ends ahead, students will leave in masses for the much damage. A very good soldier and unalterably toward its ta t cer_ Foundation,
explained.
ight kill six or seven enemies in a tain of destroying more people than “Specific research m eriting the 1960
nearby beaches. This is alm ost traditional. Only the professors mday.
The
people
who
lived
in
the
surall
of
the
cayal
h
sinc£
Breiten_
Award m ust have been published dur
w ith briefcases under their arm s and a few stragglers after them
countryside might come over £ejd
ing the period from January 1, 1955,
will be seen entering classrooms on Saturday m orning; Library rounding
and watch for a while or they m ight N’Q {
can waf be «dipIomac through
December 31, 1958.”
officials and property caretakers may w ander back and forth. But just ignore the commotion and go on carHed Qn by Qther means.>AW ar js’
Nominate Recipients
about their business.
^
n.o w tbe negation Gf diplomacy, possi- FredMay
by and large, D urham will be deserted.
M. Shaw of Renner, Texas,
Invented Dynamite
_ _ bly the negation of hum an existence. Secretary of the Hoblitzelle Awards,
This doesn’t have to be so. For one thing, the U niversity’s
“But Nobel changed all that. His in- The Air Force has adm itted that acci- advised that the state committees will
swimm ing pool could be opened three weeks ahead of time (it is vention,
was the father of dental atomic explosions are possible, accept and evaluate nom inations for
scheduled to open June 15), giving students a chance to swim and total war.dynamite,
ite’s military uses and that some trigger happy fool could, the Award from private individuals,
sun themselves on campus. There certainly wouldn’t be any trouble were limitedDynam
by its touchiness, but it indeed, destroy us all. W e may be des- groups and agencies. Persons wishing
pointed the way to the development troyed, not by war, but m erely by the to nom inate individuals should confer
finding pool attendants. Dozens of students would be willing to of_
other high explosives adapted to preparations for war.
with the chairman or a member of the
work as lifeguards, and the established pool adm ittance fee of $.30 military
needs. These high explosives W e may have, in fact, already des- respective state committee for full de
a day would certainly cover their wages and other costs.
made it impossible to confine the fight- troyed ourselves retroactively. Every
It has been stated as an objection that some m asonry work ing to a small area. More powerful week brings a report of a new high in tails.
‘‘Fifty-one state and territorial com
dictated bigger and bigger radioactive fallout somewhere. In some mittees will serve the United States
m ust be done on the pool before it is ready for use. To this we re weapons
fighting grounds to the point where cases, the level of radioactivity mea- and its possessions in searching for the
ply: are masons scarer before than after June first? This doesn’t whole
m ight become battle- sured has exceeded the safe lifetime 1960 Award recipient,” Mr. Shaw said.
seem to be much of an objection to our proposal but it probably fields forcountries
a single action.
daily exposure. The effects of absorb- “Each of these committees will for
reflects an attitude on the part of some authorities h e re : the too- “It was only natural that the concept ed radiation are cumulative, because ward
the three m ost meritorious of the
of strategic tragets should develop out radioactive elements like Strontium 90 nom inations it has received to Fred
m uch-red-tape attitude and the we’ll-w ait-till-they’re-all-gone.
situation. The old notion of vie- become part of the body,
M. Shaw, Secretary, T he Hoblitzelle
Granted that providing recreational facilities for students is of thisthrough
driving the enemy from And, best of all, in view of these Awards, Texas Research Foundation,
only a secondary function of a University. It is still an im portant tory
the field gave way to_ the idea of vie- reports of high radiation, m ost of the
Texas, not later than Novem
function, as the Memorial Union dem onstrates. And we think th at tory through destroying the enemy’s radioactive fall out from tests already Renner,
ber 1, 1959.”
communications, supplies, and home- conducted is still up in the sky, waiting
Screen Nominations
a large num ber of students would be ready to get together and land,
first with artillery, then with to settle to earth in the future and be- An Advisory Committee will screen
clear up the pool as a sort of com m unity project. Is there any reason aerial bombing.
come part of our food, our drink, our- the nominations subm itted by the state
why this couldn’t be arranged?
“You know the results. A few men selves.
(Continued on page 8)
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The Student Writer

AN APERITIF

I was walking home to lunch one
day when I saw, i'n the distance, a tall
man and a woman standing by the side
of the road peering down at a brownish
object. As I drew nearer the object
took the form of a dog, and upon closer
observation turned out to be a Collie,
quite dead.
The woman stood with arms cross
ed, a shawl throw n loosely over her
shoulders, nodding her head as the tall
man talked. Apparently she heard my
footsteps on the loose gravel because
as I approached she looked up and ask
ed, “ Do you live around here?” I re
plied that I didn’t and she continued
by saying, “ I was just wondering if
you might know whose dog this is.”

Ode To The Sea

By SU ZA N N E L. COOPER
The gray hung above and down
around
And drifted upon the drab green
wandering ocean.
Soundlessly the ocean moved to
ward land,
In travel folded up in swells that
rose to break
And dump crashing down in the
near silent hum.
Muffled too soon, they fingered the
way
To the damp edge.
W ithout sound they spread to reach,
But drifted back under and were
gone.
Lazily above a gull dipped in sweep
ing
Curves to lure them on.
H e mocked the water in its bound
aries
Said harsh things that were ignored,
And echoed back in the misty em pti
ness.
He rose above the dunes and went
beyond.
Unaffected pale mounds covered
centuries
Of secrets, and silently guarded each
one.
T he ocean touched the edge again
and again.
It never tired.
I was of no help there either, but I
suggested there might be a name plate
on the dog’s collar. I already looked”,
said the tall man. “T hat’s the first
thing I did after I stopped. The dog
ran right out into the road in front of
me, and I couldn’t help but hit him .”
“ T hat’s rig h t”, said the woman with
the shawl. “ I was standing by the win
dow and saw it happen. He couldn’t
of helped but hit him .” The dog looked
as though it had been a purebred, and

Agriculture Students
Receive Certificates

I was thinking what a loss of compa
nionship’ this would be to someone
when a young couple stopped to say
hello to the shawled woman. Upon
seeing the dog, the girl exclaimed,
“ O h !” and reached for her husband’s
arm. The husband, very casu ally to o k
a sporty-looking pipe from his jacket
pocket, puffed deliberately while he
carefully lit it all the way around, and
said, “W hat happened?” The tall man
answered by asking if either of them
knew whose dog it was. They shook
heads, the girl saying, “ I ’ve seen him
around lots, though. H e was such a
pretty dog.”
A screen door banged close by, and
shortly thereafter a woman bustled up
to the group. She stopped by the shawl
ed woman and asked, “ How did it
happen, L iz?”
“ Pardon me, m adam ,” said the tall
man to the newcomer, “but do you
know who the dog belongs to ?”
“Goodness, no,” she said, “but he
comes around here bothering my little
D utchess.” She looked sympathetically
at the dog, “but in a gentlemanly w ay.”
Glancing up quickly at the group she
said apprehensively, “ heavens, I don’t
mean he —.” She blushed and con
tinued, “ I mean he —.” Faltering, she
finished weakly, “well, you know how
dogs are.” I heard her mumble some
thing about a cake in an oven as she
turned and fled the group.
“W ell,” said the tall man, I certainly
would like to know who owns this dog.
I can’t stay here all afternoon; my
wife’s expecting me for lunch. Mind
you, I ’m not the kind of a fellow who
would hit a m an’s dog and not try and
make it right with him. I guess I like
dogs as much as anybody, but I didn’t
have tim e to stop.” The shawled lady
nodded her head. “ H e surely didn’t.
The fool dog just ran right out in front
of him .” An old man dressed in work
ing clothes shouldered his way to the
front to look at the dog. “Dogs is
stupid that way anyhow ,” he announc
ed. “ Now you take a cat. T hat’s a
sm art animal I always said. H ardly
ever see one of them in the road!”
“T hat Collie probably wouldn’t have
been there either,” said the young hus
band, if it wasn’t for the American
Kennel Club. The Collie used to be a
good dog until they got hold _of him
and bred all the sense out of him. Just
look what happened to the Cocker
Spaniel and the Irish Setter.” I was
about to spare myself what appeared
to be the beginning of a long discourse
on dogs in general, and leave, when I
saw a policeman and a mailman coming
toward the group. I decided to stay and
see if they knew anything about _the
dog. The policeman reached the circle
(Continued on page 8)

Sixteen agriculture students received
their graduation certificates here on
Friday, May 8, at the commencement
exercises of the Thom pson School of
Agriculture.
Graduates and guests were told of
“A griculture’s New Challenge” by
George E. Coleman, president of
Nichols Inc., Exeter poultry firm and
a mem ber of the U niversity’s Board
of Trustees.
The graduates were: Miss Joy A.
Aspinwall, Nelson E. Clough, Jacob
A. Donigian, Ralph F. Eckhardt,
R obert T. Frizzell, Emmanuel D.
Gar and, Glenn J. Guyette, Fred B.
Haggett, Jr., R obert Hammond, Clif
ford E. Kivela* Romeo Levesque, Ken
neth O. Lovell, H enry A. Pevear, Jr.,
David L. Reynolds, Frederick P.
Roentsch and Edward G. Strain.
Dr. Edw ard D. Eddy, vice-president
and provost introduced the principal
speaker. Frederick P. Rientsch, presi
dent of the class delivered the class
message.
Following the ceremony a reception
was held in the Strafford Room of the
Memorial Union for graduates and
guests.
Student Committee Plans
New Honor Society

Due to an increasing interest^ and en
rollment in philosophical studies, pre
parations for a new _philosophical hon
or society are now being inaugurated.
At an impromptu meeting under the
sponsorship of Advisor Robert Jordan,
a committee of five was selected to
formulate standards and establish goals.
The committee consists of Donald Stod
dard, Martin Arlinsky, Edward Power,
and Arthur Podaros.
Qualified students will be considered
according to the tentative standards
which are: (1) a 2.7 cumulative aver
age; (2) twelve credits of 3.0 or better
in philosophy; and (3) a sincere inter
est in the study of philosophy.
After the candidates have been se
lected, invitations will be forwarded.

CO-ED
CLEANERS
and

I

Pete Riley, Winifred Clark
Receive National Awards

Two artists affiliated with the Uni
versity and with Durham have recently
been awarded national prizes.
Peter B. Riley, a senior majoring in
the Arts at the University, has just been
awarded a Purchase Prize for ceramics
in the 14th National Decorative Arts
Exhibition at the Wichita, Kansas A rt
Galleries. This annual exhibition is re
garded as one of the outstanding com
petitions of its kind in the country.
Riley’s prize was for a ceramic piece,
a connected double jar with lid; this
will 'become a part of the permanent col
lection of the Wichita Gallery. Another
piece of Riley’s work, a Gothic reed
holder in stoneware, was accepted in
this juried show.
Miss Winifred Clark of Durham re
ceived a first prize for metalwork in
the Annual Toledo Area Artists Ex
hibition.

Going, Going, Gone

Pinned: Judy Richards, Concord, to
Mike Sullivan, SA E; Joanne Gregory,
Theta U, to Sam Dibbins, Delta Upsilon, Tufts; Jane Dunlap, M cLaughlin,
to Bob Chapman, Lam bda Chi.
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Fulbright Awards

About nine hundred Fulbright schol
arships for graduate study or pre-doctoral research in 27 different countries
will be available for the 1959-60 academic
year.
General eligibility requirements a re :
(1) U. S. citizenship at time of appli
cation; (2) a bachelor’s degree or its
equivalent; (3) sufficient knowledge of
the language of the host country; (4)
good health. The student’s academic rec
ord and demonstrated capacity for in
dependent study are also considered.
Applications and information leaflets
are now available in the Dean of Stu
dents’ Office.

Junior Prom . . .

(Continued from page 1)
effort by the Junior Class. Pete Hollister
and Jack Northridge were in charge of
the band; Toby Sprague handled pub
licity; Anne Wakefield, tickets and in
vitations; Holly Patterson and Helen
Plasteras, Decorations; Bev Fay, re
freshments ; Sally Healy, budget; Charlie
Bartlett, properties; and Bea Robinson,
queen.
The Prom lasted from 9 to 1, and Miss
Church was crowned at about 11:30.

with
On Campus MaxShufcnan
(By the Author of “ Rally Round the Flag, Boys!” and,
“ Barefoot Boy with Cheek.” )

ADVENTURES IN SOCIAL SCIENCE: NO. 3
Today, ranging again into the fascinating world of social science,
let us take up the subject of anthropology—the study of man
and his origins.
The origin of man was indeed a puzzle until the Frenchman,
Jean-Louis Sigafoos, discovered the skull and shinbone of
Pithecanthropus Erectus in Java in 1891. What Sigafoos was
doing in Java is, incidentally, quite an odd little story. Sigafoos
was a Parisian born and bred. By day one could always find
him at a sidewalk cafe, sipping barley water and ogling the
girls; each night he went to a fashionable casino where he
gambled heavily at roulette and go-fish; in between times he
worked on his stamp collection, which was one of the largest
in Paris.

Shirt Service
M O N D A Y THROUGH SATURDAY
8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.

LAUNDERMAT
43 M a in St.

Durham, N. H.

C A M P CO U N SELLO R O P E N IN G S

BUCKY’S
The Place to Enjoy
G ood Company
1 SC H O O L ST.

DOVER, N. H.

— for Faculty, Students and Graduates —
THE A S S O C IA T IO N OF PRIVATE C AM PS

. . . Comprising 250 outstanding Boys, Girls, Brother-Sister and CoEd Camps, located throughout New England, Middle Atlantic States
cind Canada
. . . IN V IT E S YO UR IN Q U IR IE S concerning summer employment
as Counsellors, Instructors or Administrators.
. . . PO SITIO N S in children’s camps, in all areas of activities, are
available.
W R IT E , OR CALL IN PER SO N :
A S S O C IA T IO N OF PRIVATE C AM PS -

55 W est 42nd Street, Room 621

The new Arrow FREE-WAY

.

puts "action" in a shirt . . .
Here’s a knitted shirt just made for
active sports (and lounging around,
as well). The feather-light, meshknit fabric is bias-cut for perfect
freedom in any position. The back,
cut longer than the front, lets the
collar fit your neck just right. In
a variety of shades to match or
coordinate with your summer
sportswear. $4.00.

sARROWfirs t in fa sh io n

T)ke College Shotp
P. O. Block

DEPT. C

New York 36, N. Y.

Durham, N. H.

Well sir, one summer Sigafoos lost his entire fortune gambling
at the casino. He was‘seriously contemplating suicide when,
quite unexpectedly, a letter arrived from one Lotus Petal
McGinnis, a Javanese girl and an avid stamp collector, with
whom Sigafoos had been corresponding from time to time
through the international stamp collectors journal. Until now
the nature of their correspondence, though friendly, had been
strictly philatelic, but in this new letter Lotus Petal declared
that although she had never laid eyes on Sigafoos, she loved
him and wanted to marry him. She said she was eighteen years
old, beautiful and docile, and her father, the richest man in the
tribe, had agreed to give half his fortune to the husband of her
choice. Sigafoos, penniless and desperate, immediately booked
passage for Java.
The first sight of his prospective bride failed to delight Siga
foos. She was, as she said, beautiful—but only by local stand
ards. Sigafoos had serious doubts that her pointed scarlet teeth
and the chicken bones hanging^ from her ears would be con
sidered chic along the Champs Elys6es.
But sobering as was the sight of Lotus Petal, Sigafoos had
an even greater disappointment coming when he met her father.
The old gentleman was, as Lotus Petal claimed, the richest man
in the tribe, but, unfortunately, the medium of exchange in his
tribe was prune pits.
Sigafoos took one look at the mound of prune pits which was
his dowry, gnashed his teeth, and stomped off into the jungle,
swearing vilely and kicking at whatever lay in his path. Stomp
ing thus, swearing thus, kicking thus, Sigafoos kicked over a
heap of old bones which—what do you know!—turned out to
be Pithecanthropus Erectus!
But I disgress. From the brutish Pithecanthropus, man
evolved slowly upward in intellect. By the Middle Paleolithic
period man had invented the leash, which was a remarkable
technical achievement, but frankly not particularly useful until
the Mesolithic period when man invented the dog.
In the Neolithic period came the most important discovery
in the history of man—the discovery of agriculture. Why is this
so important? Because, good friends, without agriculture there
would be no tobacco, and without tobacco there would be no
Marlboro, and without Marlboro you would be without the
finest filter cigarette that money can buy, and I would be with
out a job.
That’s why.
) 1959 Max Shulman
Without tobacco you would also be without Marlboro’ s sister
cigarette, Philip Morris, a non-filter smoke that can’ t be
beat. Philip Morris or Marlboro—pick your pleasure?.

)
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Margeneau Yankee Conference Tennis Champ
Scenes from the Sidelines
Roger Margeneau
Wins Singles Titles;
Mass Team Champs

Why Not UNH?
By DOUG BRO W N

W ell; last week I sat clown at this typew riter and put my feeble
little mind to work dream ing up all kinds of malicious little things
to say to the old campi.
I created a little bit of a furror down at the field house which
was not my intention. To explain!
L ast week was a rather disastrous week for our sport scene.
This I think will not be argued. Even our better teams found them 
selves on the short end of the count at least once during the week.
I discovered later, much to my em barrassm ent that the golf team
had posted a victory which I was not aware of when the paper
was put to press.
B ut now to continue. I did single out a couple of players on the
baseball team and chastise them in print. The case was true but
the language could (and I have been told did) give the impression
that I was blam ing them and only them for the performance of the
team. For this I openly apologize. It is not my job to make people
having trouble look like the goat of the world series. Along this line
it is very encouraging to note that the team is now collecting some
where between 8 and 12 hits per game.
Now to again try to explain a position. This school like most
universities has a very fine propaganda machine if it is used right.
T hat is its sports activities. May I ask why the coaches are allotted
a bare minimum of scholarships and these so paltry that they dannot even attract prom ising New Ham pshire athletes; not to men-'
tion out of staters.
If any of you come from the seacoast you may have seen this
little item under Bob K ennedys’ column Sport City. It is referring
to a young man from M anchester named Don Sarette who now is
going to Syracuse University.
“Sarette was headed for New Ham pshire. Chief was sure at
one time that the boy would move into Durham to play college
football.
Besides being a fine football player, Don was a bearcat
in basketball.............
He also handled himself well on the baseball field as he could

The University of M assachusetts
won the team title in the annual Y an
kee Conference tennis tournam ent.
King Roger
The individual singles champion was
Roger M ageneau of New Hampshire.
The W ildcats tied for fourth place with
seven points.
M ageneau turned back Bill Foster of
UConn for the singles crown. The so
phomore southpaw posted the victory
with sets of 6-3, 5-7, 6-4. H e then team 
ed with W arren W ilder to take the
doubles crown from Carl Edler and
Bob Chase of Maine, 6-3, 6-2.
Singles
Mageneau U N H defeated Foster Conn
6-3, 5-7, 6-4. B arry Fleider Mass defeat
ed Francis Cain U R I 8-6, 7-5. Clem
Pease Vt. defeated Bob Carlson U R I
2-6, 7-5, 6-1. Ken Barrows Mass defeat
ed Bob Feinbert Vt. 6-3, 6-0. Melvin
Miller U R I defeated Bill Thom pson
Mass 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. Bob Keighley U R I
defeated Bill Croty Mass 6-4, 6-4.

Coach Paul Sweet giving instructions to Cliff Lehman on how to correctly
throw the discus. Lehman is the track teams’ high scorer this spring competing
in the sprints and the discus.
Photo by Purdy

pitch, play first, hit like a mad fool and he loved to win. Yes! He
surely would have been a welcome addition to the U N H football
team. He liked Durham and everyone was pretty sure he would
enroll. However, Syracuse made a flying trip and the M anchester
boy made one too.” (page 12, The Portsm outh H erald, May 7.)

E n glish : N EARSIGHTED

PROFESSOR

Thinklish translation: This fellow has so
many degrees, he looks like a thermom
eter. He’s so myopic, he needs glasses to
view things with alarm. Though quite
the man of letters, the only ones he favors
are L.S./M.F.T. “I take a dim view of
other brands,” he says. “Give me the
honest taste of a Lucky Strike!” We see
this chap as a sort of squintellectual (but
remarkably farsighted when it comes
to cigarettes).
English: V IK IN G O A R S M E N

HOW TO MAKE *25

Take a word—television, for example. With it, you can make commer
cial TV (sellevision), loud TV (yellevision), bad TV (smellevision) and
good TV (swellevision). That’s Thinklish—and it’s that easy! We’re
paying $25 for the Thinklish words judged best—your check is itching
to go! Send your words to Lucky Strike, Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, New
York. Enclose your name, address, college or university and class.

Basil Ince of Tufts set two records
but U RI won the triangular meet. The
Rams outsoored Tufts and U N H 85%
to 51 for Tufts and 28% for UtNH.
Ince won the 440 yard dash in 47.4
seconds. His 20.4 seconds in the 220
yard dash would be a New England
record except for the favoring wind
which disqualifies it.
Doug MacGregor captured the two mile
run and Dud Flaker the broad jumip for
the Wildcats’ only firsts.
100 yard dash — Lake way (R I), Lisa
(R I), Blampied (N H ), Bridge (R I).
Time 9.9.
220 yard dash — Ince (T ), Lakeway
(R I), Lisa (R I), Lehman (N H ). Time
20.4.
440 yard dash — Ince (T ), McAL
oon (R I), Calice (R I), Lehman (N H ).
Time 47.4.
880 yard run — Moore (T ), Cushmac
(R I), Wing (N H ), Wilson (R I). Time
1.59:7.
Mile — Benedict (T ), Cushmac (R I),
MacGregor (N H ), Pelczar (N H ). Time
4.3’ :9.
2 mile — MacGregor (N H ), Fowler
(N H ), Benedict (T ), Moulton (N H ).
Time ’0.03 :6.
Shot Put — Beasley (T ), Torgan
(R I), Lindquist (N H ), Valance (T ).
Distance 49' 1%%
High Jump — Tie, Klonsky, Edmonds,
and Rollins (R I), Tie Ludwig (N H ),
and Heaton (R I). Heighth, 5' 10%
Javelin — McLeod (R I), McClure
(R I), Lehman (N H ), French (N H ).
Distance 170' 7%%
Broad J umip _ Flaker (N H ), Heaton
(R I), Zarella (R I), Edmonds (R I).
Distance, 20' 5%%
DUNFEY'S SPECIAL
M A Y 19, 20
BRING A FRIEND
DOUBLE DIP ICE CREAM C O N E S

2 for the price of 1
20c

Dunfey's
Now under new management

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
. u m im t E D H O U S E

UNH Triangular
Won By URI
1nee Sets Record

English: S T O C K JU D G E

—

T O N I G H T

—

Annual Newman Club
Bazaar
GAM ES

•

AU C TIO N

REFRESHMENTS
•

FO O D SALE

Stereo Outfit Raffle
Special Prizes Given Aw ay
ST. TH O M A S M O RE CHURCH

Thinklish'

HALL, 7 p.m.
E LLE N B E R G . LI. O F R E N N .

IA.

T.

CO.

Product of

J^nAkiecvrv <Ju&iee<>-£crnyx<znp— c/odwuaee- is our m iddle name

C O M E ONE, C O M E ALL !!
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Wildcats Win First
Conference Game
From Rhode Island

The W ildcats of H ank Swasey post
ed their first conference victory of the
season on Monday of last week defeat
ing Rhode Island 3 to 2 on a bottom
of the ninth home run by Hugh M ar
shall. Then they ran; into a little tail
spin and dropped successive games to
Maine 4-3, Colby 19-3 in an abreviated
eight inning contest, and Connecticut
10-4.
Conference Win
The W ildcats opened the week
against a Lil’ Rhody team behind the
six hit pitching of Sonny Soule and
Roy Guptill. Guptill relieved Soule on
the mound in the eighth and was cre
dited with his first victory of the year
when M arshall lifted his 350 foot blast
in the ninth.
The game was a tight pitchers’ dual
throughout even though U R I found
themselves in hot water often as a re
sult of U N H hits coupled with U R I
walks. The Rams used three pitchers
in a vain attem pt to ward off the sharp
Cats.
The W ildcats then traveled to W aterville to battle the white hot Mules
of Colby.
Colby, which has a 7-2 season re
cord jumped on Roy Guptill and Leo
M artin for 19 runs and 16 hits in the
game which was halted entering the
bottom of the eighth by mutual con
sent of both coaches.
Balanced Hitting
M artin and W otton both collected
two hits. The team as a whole batted
as well as they have in any previous
game with only one man going 0 for 2.
A pair of Coren and Burke double

Notice

The newly formed literary maga
zine would like any and all manus
cripts, fiction, articles, essays, fea
tures, poetry, humorous skits, and
sketches. Also welcome are any
pen and ink drawings, cover draw
ings, and cartoons. Please include
name, campus address, and school
year. Name will be withheld on re
quest. Any contributions can be
left at the reception desk at the
Union.

G olf Team Romps Over
Rhode Island Rams, 5-2

The W ildcats of New Ham pshire
scored a 5-2 win over Rhode Island in
a golf match at Abenaqui Country Club
in Rye on Monday.
Steve Eckstrom was medalist with
a card of 72.
Summary
A rt Goulet (R I) over George La Flamme (U N H ) 3-2; Mel Zaretski (R I)
over Paul Caswell (U N H ) 1 up 20th;
Steve Ekstrom (U N H ) over Rob F it
ter (R I) 3-2; Bill Loskead (U N H )
over Rod Berefini, 3-2; Dick Howard
(U N H ) over Rob Orazi (R I) 3-1;
Cook (U N H ) over Cliff Tilturai
plays hurt the Cats in their attem pt Peter
(R I) 2-1; Jim Greene (U N H ) over
to match the onslaught of runs by the Ed
Sadow (R I) 6-5.
Mules.
On the next day the W ildcats played
Coming Events
host to the Bears of Maine and lost a
heartbreaker to the visitors 4 to 3.
Varsity Baseball
Sonny Soule turned in a fine perfor May 16 Springfield
mance on the mound finishing the last May 19 Vermont*
three innings with a sore right arm. A May 20 Maine
brace of unearned runs in the seventh May 21 Bowdoin
were just what the Bears needed for
Varsity Lacrosse
the win.
May
16
Holy
Joe Manzi with one for two and Ed May 20 Tufts* Cross*
Vinski with two for four drove in all
Varsity Golf
of the W ildcat runs. Paul Bellavance May 15 Maine
and Leo M artin collected the other May 18 Babson*and Bowdoin
W ildcat hits.
Varsity Track
Saturday found the U N H squad in
Storrs to meet the rampaging Huskies May 16 Yankee Conference
of UConn. The Huskies employed too
Frosh Co-Captains
much John Risley for the W ildcats to
overcome. He, Risley, posted his sixth Bo Dickson of Manchester and Ed
win of the year as opposed to no losses Silva of Gloucester, Mass., will co-cap
by driving in two runs with a double tain Coach Andy Mooradian’s squad
which plays a 10-game schedule.
and a triple.
Pinch Hitter
Rod W otton and Dan P arr were the
big men at bat for U N H , W otton clip
ping two for three and Parr driving
in two runs in a pinch hitting perform 
ance.
This week the W ildcats are facing
Rhode Island, Tufts, and Springfield.
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Everybody Scores
As UNH Tramples
Bowdoin Bears 20-3

The U N H varsity lacrosse team easily
overpowered an inexperienced Bowdoin
club 20-3 in a practice game.
In the opening period the Wildcats
built up a five-goal cushion. The goals
were registered by Jim Photopoulos, a
defenseman, Wally Pratt, Joe McGonagle,
Danny Ruskiewicz, and Don L’Esperance,
all unassisted.
Each team scored twice in the second
frame. Paul Kotseos and Boib Lamothe
added to the Wildcat score.
In the third period the Wildcats re
gistered six tallies. Accounting for the
goals in this romp were Dave Wood,
twice, with a Bill Allison assist and a
Pratt assist, Ruskiewicz, assisted by
Lamothe on a pass from Frank McGrail, Cliff Gillespie, unassisted, Dick
Paradis with helip from Ed Hundley.
The Wildcats scored seven in the
final frame on aunassisted goals by
Lamothe, Gillespie, McGonagle, Pratt,
Bob Ur 1win, and Ruskiewicz and Kot
seos contributing his second tally with
an assist from Wood.
Frosh Drop To Exeter, 6-3

Jack Fitzpatrick of Phillips Exeter
Academy turned back the U N H fresh
man baseball team 6-3.
The Kittens had possessed a 3-0 lead
in the early innings.

Box Score

URI
AB R H R B I
4 0 0 0
H arrington 2b
Fell 3b
4 0 2 1
4 0 1 0
Pearson lb
Peltier rf
3 O' 0 0
4 0 0 0
Kearns cf
4 0 0 0
Verdi ss
4 0 1 0
Tredisacci c
3 2 2 0
Levine If
2 0 0 0
Battez p
1 0 0 0
Sheridan p
0 0 0 0
H um phrey p
UNH
Paul cf
3 0 1 0
4 O' 0 0
M artin 2b
5 0 2 0
Demijohn 3b
Vinski rf
3 1 1 0
H. M arshall If
5 1 1 1
4 1 1 0
Bellavance c
3 0 1 0
W alker lb
2 O' 0 0
W otton ss
2 0 O' 0
Soule p
0 0 0 0
a Davis
0 0 0 0
b P. M arshall
0 0 0 0
Guptill p
2b H its Demijohn, Hom e Runs H.
Marshall, a walked for Soule in the
eighth, b Ran for Davis m the eighth.
Pitching
IP H R E R B B SO
3/ 0 0 0 1 2
Sheridan
Battez
4/3 5 2 0 5 3
Hum phrey
2/ 1 1 1 0 1
8 6 2 1 2 2
Soule
1 0 0 0 1 0
Guptill
Subscribe to The New Hampshire

Oh, tobe
in Elb
now that Winston’s there!”

U.S. KEDS
for perfect footwork and comfort
Professionally designed by and for top-flight tennis
players. Featuring a fle xib le arch for com fort; an
abrasion-resistant sole that stands up to any playing
surface; laces to the toe to insure perfect fit, complete
support. Fully cushioned, heel to toe. About $8.50.
LOOK FOR TH E KEDS LABEL

ZfAg, 'Sy&oe. otf C£a*rybU7yv4-

U nited S ta te s R u b b e r

Uhe College Shop
Rockefeller Center, New York 20, N.Y.

ITS W H A T S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS

The mystery is solved! N apoleon’s
famous gesture was just to reassure
himself that he had plenty of cigarettes.
His army may have traveled on its
stomach, but the old boy him self
wouldn’t have been caughtat Waterloo
if he hadn’t been checking the Belgian

W in sto n tastes good—

likea cigarette should!

Brad Mclntire
P. O. BLOCK

DURHAM, N. H.

bistros for a spare carton of Winstons!
There’s a rare smoking treat that comes
from W inston’s famous Filter-Blend —
which means a careful selection of fine,
mild tobaccos specially processed for
filter smoking. Try a pack real soon,
and you’ll agree th at...

R . J . R E Y N O L D S T O B A C C O C O .. W IN S T O N -S A L E M . N . C .
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Grinnell Heads . . .

Thespians . . .

An Aperitif . . .

(Continued from page 4)
(Continued from page 1)
(Continued from page 5)
rial Union and the Bookstore. T he play committees and will pass to the Final
of people first, took in the situation, will
surely provide an evening of very Awards Committee all those nom ina
and demanded, “ W ho hit him ?”
enjoyable
entertainm ent at the price tions which comply with the rules and
“ I did,” said the tall m an; “ But it of 75c, a small
for a lesson in regulations of the Award.
wasn’t my fault. I was driving home mind-reading. Theprice
seats
are reserved, The Final Awards Committee in turn
to lunch when I saw this brow n blur so those who get their tickets
first will will select the three m ost deserving
run: right in front of the car. I tried, have the best seats. As the curtain
falls nominees and forward them to the
to, but I couldn’t stop in time. Maybe on the last act, you, too, m ight have
Hoblitzelle Foundation, whose trustees
I could have swerved, but I read some realized your mental capabilities and will make the final decision.
where once th at it was safer to hit a be able to save the world from destruc “Each committee is requested Jo give
dog than to take a chance on trying tion if the opportunity presents itself. equal consideration to all scientists, ir
to miss him. T hat’s to prevent a skid,
respective of creed, color, nationality,
you know .”
I always said,” quoted the old man. age, branch of science, or affiliation
“W hat he says is right, officer”, said “ Oh! he touched it”, said the young with scientific or scholastic organiza
the shawled lady, “ I saw it happen. I girl.
tion,” Mr. Shaw said.
“ So w hat?”, said her husband.
“Sciences regarded as contributing
had just said to John, that’s my hus
band my what a pretty day it was, and “W hat’ll we do now ”, said the tall to agriculture include all those which
may be deemed appropriate by the
gone to open the curtains wider to let man.
in the sun, when I saw the dog run into “ I ’ll look them up in, the phone state committees.”
the street right in front of the car. H e book”, said the shawled lady, and she
Established In 1951
tried to stop, but there w asn’t tim e.” turned to her house.
The policeman looked around the ring Presently a station wagon drove up The Hoblitzelle National Award in
of faces. “Anybody know; who he be and parked on the other side of the the Agricultural Sciences was establish
longs to ? ” The mailman tilted his head street from us, and a middle-aged man ed in 1951 by K arl Hoblitzelle of
down to look through the top half of got out and crossed to our side. He Dallas, Texas, a nationally known
his bifocals and said dourly, “ I looked at us, at the dog, and recrossed theater chain owner and philanthropist.
wouldn’t care if every dog on my route the street to open the tail gate of the To date, four of the nation’s leading
got run over, but that one looks like station wagon. T he tall man trailed agricultural scientists have been hon
the W hite’s dog.” H e gave his head a after him, explaining how it all happen ored by the Award.
sharp righteous jerk and departed. ed. Mr. W hite, as I assumed it was,
“W ee,” said the policeman, “we can’t again crossed the street and stood con
have him laying there on town property. tem plating the dog. “ I have insurance
that covers this sort of thing”, said
Anyone know the W hites?”
tall man. “ It wasn’t his fault”, said
“ I do,” piped one of a group of the
passing children. “ They live up the the shawled lady, who had returned
.
road about a half mile. H ey ”, he called to “Ithesawgroup.
all from my front window, i
to his less bold companions standing had just itgone
to—•”
outside the ring of grownups, “it’s “That’s Brownie,
all right,” said Mr.
Brownie. H e’s dead!” A little girl White loudly as he bent
scoop the dog
shrieked. “ N ot Brownie, he’s nice!” into his arms. He carriedto the
form
“ H e re”, cried the policeman to the to the station wagon, depositedlimp
it inside,
little boy, who had dropped to his and closed the tailgate. “I’m very
sorry
knees to pet the dog, “don’t you touch
all this,” said the tall man.
th a t.” Then he added in a conciliatory about
all right,” said Mr. White.
tone, “ H ow about being a special de “I “That’s
half expected it to happen eventually,
puty for me and fetching down the but
I couldn’t see keeping him tied all
W hites?”
time. Thanks for hanging around and
“ Do it yourself” said the boy, “that’s the
about it.” He climbed into the
what you get paid for”, and off he ran telling me
wagon and drove rapidly away,
up the street shouting, “ Brownie’s station
us standings there-looking at the
dead! Brownie’s dead!” echoed by the leaving
the dog had lain. W e looked
rest of the children, who ran after him atspotonewhere
another, the old man shrugged his
shouting, “ Brownie’s dead!”
shoulders, and we silently took our sep
“ Sm art kids,” m uttered the police arate
ways, not bothering with goodbyes.
man.
D . S.
“ Spare the rod and spoil the child,

Senior Festivities .

(Continued from page 1)
Saturday’s barbeque will also take
place on the lawn of the Lookout Hotel.
Since it is only a three-quarters of an
hour drive from Durham , transporta
tion to Ogunquit should not be much
of a problem.
The outing will begin at 1:00 p.m. on
Saturday. The barbeque itself will con
sist of lobster, chicken, clams, salads
and so on. T he seniors will follow this
with a beach party on the three-mile
long sandy beach.
Rain Insurance Desired
According to the Senior president,
some sort of rain insurance is now be
ing looked into. If the insurance can
be bought, students_ would be assured
of a refund on their barbeque tickets
in case of rain.
The reason why only tw o big days
of activities have been planned for
Senior W eek is that tickets will be
Texas Research Foundation, which
administers the Award through its Karl
Hoblitzelle Agricultural Laboratory, is
a non-profit educational and research
institution dedicated to the public wel
fare.

rather expensive for these two. It was
feared th at a third event m ight draw
away seniors from the ball or the bar
beque. The banquet and ball will cost
$9.00 for each couple. Couples who wish
to attend only the ball m ust pay $2.50.
Stags cannot attend the ball but may
attend the banquet at $3.50 a person.
T he price of the barbeque will be
$7.00 a couple ($3.50' for a single per
son). Tickets for the entire Senior
W eek activities will be sold in the
Lobby of the M emorial Union from
May 25 to May 29, 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
each day. This is the only time at
which they will be sold.
On Sunday, May 14, Commencement
Day will open with R O T C commission
ing in the M emorial Union at 9:00
a.m. This will be followed by Bacca
laureate ceremonies at 10:30' a.m., at
which Dr. Lewis W ebster Jones, pres
ident of the National Conference of
Christians and Jews, will speak.
A t 2:30 p.m., graduation exercises
will begin. If held outdoors, no tickets
will be necessary — there will be only
rush seats. If held inside, each senior
will receive two tickets plus those he
petitioned for at an earlier date. All
the tickets will be given out around
May 20.
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September 16, 1959

to get a better shave!

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR OUTSTANDING APPLICANTS

Quicker . . . closer . . . smoother . . .
no matter what machine you use. 1.00

PRE-ELECTRIC
SHAVE LOTION

For catalogue, application and information, address:
REGISTRAR, Suffolk University Law School
20 Derne Street, Boston 14, Massachusetts

plus tax

SH ULTO N

New York • Toronto
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Do You Think for Yourself ?
1. Do you think that men who look you straight in
the eye when they talk are ( ) to be trusted? ( )
nearsighted? (c) watching your reaction?
a

b

2. Of three men who have asked her for a date, should
a girl pick ( ) the one with a big car and money?
( ) the one who makes lots of jokes, but is broke?
(c) the one who helped her study for an exam?
a

b

<£5

3. Mountaineers say they climb a mountain “because
it’s there.” Does this strike you as ( ) logical?
< 2 ^ 0
( ) in d ic a tiv e o f a n in fe rio rity c o m p le x ? (c) a
a

b

IHE)

5. Do you think the maxim “A penny saved is a a D
penny earned” is ( ) an excuse for miserliness? bD
( ) a thrift precept more people should follow?
cD
(c) a disastrous economic policy?

AD

a

B □

CD

b

6. Do you believe that the expression “Every cloud
has a silver lining” is (A) sticky sentimentality?
( ) optimism with a poetic license? (c) faulty
meteorology?

AD
BD

CD

b

AD

7. Do you think that helping other people at all times
will ( ) give you a lot of fun? ( ) win you a lot of
friends? (c) get you into a lot of trouble?

BD
CD

a

s y m b o l o f m a n ’s d riv e t o co n q u e r n a tu re ?

4. If you were offered a million dollars to be the first A D
man to fly to the moon, would you ( ) leap at the BD
chance? ( ) take the money and hire someone CD
else to go? (c) find out why the job paid so much?

b

AD
BD

CD

D
D
C D

A

B

8. Do you think the primary purpose of parking a D
meters is to ( ) stop all-day parking? ( ) raise bD
money? (c) make people leave their cars at home? c p

a

a

b

9. In choosing a filter cigarette, would you
depend most ( ) on the claims you read
and hear? ( ) on satisfying yourself that
you’re getting the right filtration and
taste? (c) on the recommendations of
your friends?
a

b

D
D
cD

A
b

When you think for yourself... you depend
on judgment, not chance, in your choice of
cigarettes. That is why men and women
who think for themselves usually smoke
VICEROY. They know that only VICEROY
has a thinking man’s filter and a smoking
man’s taste.

*If you have checked (C) on three out of the
first four questions, and B on four out of the
last five
you certainly think for yourself!

...

( )

©1959, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corp.

The Man WhoThinks for Himself Knows -

b

